
 

 
 
 

ELISABETTA FRANCHI OPENS A NEW SINGLE BRAND SHOP IN 

BEIRUT 

 
 

Milan, September 4th 2014. ELISABETTA FRANCHI opens a prestigious, 215-m2 

boutique in one of the major cultural capitals of the Middle East, in a commercial 

high luxury brand density commercial area. 

 

It’s the fifth new opening from the beginning of the year, in accordance with the 

international retail development strategy of the brand. With already five point of 

sales in Middle East, by the end of 2014 Elisabetta Franchi aims to strengthen its 

presence in the area with two further boutiques in key locations with high-potential 

of growth and attraction. 

 

Located in an early XX century landmark, the store gives on to Fakhry Bay Street on 

one side and a pedestrian area on the other, with symmetrical windows that fit 

perfectly well with the style of the building. 

 

Saint Laurent marble, fabric and smoked mirrors welcome the customers to a 

solemn ambience, where clothes and accessories take a unique value and 

reverberate the dramatic effect of the windows.  

Past the staircase opens the boutique’s wide display area: marble becomes lighter 

and silk fabric drapes alternate with mirror walls, creating a sophisticated interplay 

of reflections. 

On the background, framed with silk curtains, is the sofa-accessory area, with 

shaved velvet seats and a smoked glass table resting on a soft carpet. Past the 

display area, customers may access the dressing room area, an exquisite and 

elegant VIP room. 

 

The sophisticated and relaxing ambience translates the maison’s style and 

essence according to contemporary rules. 

 

Founded in 1998 in Bologna, company  Elisabetta Franchi operates in the segment 

of ready-to-wear woman apparel and accessories with its brands Elisabetta 

Franchi and Betty Blue, both distinguished by an extremely feminine stylistic 

identity. Currently the brand boasts of a worldwide distribution through a network 

of 1100 multibrands and 64 monobrand boutiques, 26 of which in Italy and 38 

abroad, located in the most exclusive districts of the main capitals of shopping 

and luxury.   

 

 


